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The Use of Functionalized AFM tips as Molecular Sensors in the Detection of Pesticides
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Atomic force spectroscopy, a technique derived from Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), allowed 
us to distinguish nonspecific and specific interactions between the acetolactate synthase enzyme (ALS) 
and anti-atrazine antibody biomolecules and the herbicides imazaquin, metsulfuron-methyl and atrazine. 
The presence of specific interactions increased the adhesion force (F

adh
) between the AFM tip and the 

herbicides, which made the modified tip a powerful biosensor. Increases of approximately 132% and 
145% in the F

adh
 values were observed when a tip functionalized with ALS was used to detect imazaquin 

and metsulfuron-methyl, respectively. The presence of specific interactions between the atrazine and 
the anti-atrazine antibody also caused an increase in the F

adh 
values (approximately 175%) compared 

to those observed when using an unfunctionalized tip. The molecular modeling results obtained with 
the ALS enzyme suggest that the orientation of the biomolecule on the tip surface could be suitable 
for allowing interaction with the herbicides imazaquin and metsulfuron-methyl.
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1. Introduction
The considerable increase in the volume of pesticides 

used in agriculture has resulted in a large number of 
disorders in and modifications to the environment1,2. 
Faster, cheaper and more efficient solutions to the 
detection and monitoring of pollutants have been gaining 
prominence. At the forefront of this line of research is 
the development of sensors using nanotechnology, which 
promises to deliver efficient and selective methods for the 
detection of pollutants3,4. In this respect, the use of atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) combined with chemical force 
microscopy (CFM) and Atomic Force Spectroscopy (AFS) 
can serve as an excellent alternative for the detection of 
agrochemicals. CFM enhances a specific intermolecular 
interaction, using chemically modified cantilevers, thereby 
selectively probing surface-functional groups of interest5. 
AFS measures the indentation response of the cantilevers 
as a function of the interaction (adhesion force) between the 
cantilever and the surface analyzed6.

In recent years, the use of chemically modified AFM 
tips as biosensors has become popular in monitoring a 
large number of analytes and has enabled advances in 
several areas, such as biological7,8 and materials science9, 
the detection and control of pollutants (especially 
herbicides)10,11, and medicine12. Chemical functionalization 
gives the tips selectivity and sensitivity to interactions at the 

molecular level. Moreover, it allows for analysis of the extent 
of these interactions, which exhibit variable magnitudes 
for different molecular groups, and enable the detailed 
mapping of surface chemistry with nanoscale resolution5. 
In many cases, functionalization occurs via the use of an 
active biological component, which is able to specifically 
bind to certain substrates. This mimicry of biological 
systems, i.e., by the development of sensors that act through 
specific interactions similar to the antibody-antigen or 
key-lock mechanism, has given rise to so-called biosensors 
or nanobiosensors10. The interactions between an AFM tip 
and molecules result in a force curve, which describes the 
extent to which the cantilever is displaced due to the surface 
tension generated in response to changes in the free energy 
of the tip surface6. Force curves provide valuable information 
about the properties of materials, such as elasticity, hardness, 
Hamaker constant, adhesion, and surface charge density13,6.

Molecular modeling (MM) techniques may prove to be 
important in the development of biosensors. MM systems 
are equipped with powerful tools for building, viewing, 
analyzing, and storing models of complex molecular 
systems that assist in the interpretation of the relationship 
between structure and biological activity. In the specific 
case of pesticide detection using CFM, molecular modeling 
methods can be used to evaluate the effect of a solvent on 
the structural dynamics and the binding energy involved in 
the enzyme/antibody–pesticide interaction process14.
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This paper presents the development of nanobiosensors 
based on chemically modified AFM tips for herbicide 
detection. These nanobiosensors, which have been 
chemically modified with enzymes and antibodies, are able 
to detect herbicides at low concentrations. Detection is made 
possible by the formation of specific interactions between 
specific biomolecules and the target herbicides, which 
confers selectivity and sensitivity to the nanobiosensor.

2. Experimental Procedures

2.1. Atomic force spectroscopy
Force spectroscopy experiments were performed using a 

Multimode-VS (Bruker) atomic force microscope equipped 
with the PicoForce software package (dedicated to force 
spectroscopy). The AFM tips that were used to generate the 
force curves were composed of silicon nitride (V-shaped, 
Veeco model NP-10). Each one of the three AFM tips was 
subjected to a calibration procedure based on the method 
of thermal noise before use15. Calibration values were 
obtained to ensure the sensitivity of the cantilever (on a 
silicon substrate). After the functionalization process, only 
small variations in the spring constants were observed and 
were considered negligible. Force curves were obtained at 
18 ± 3 °C and at a relative humidity between 30% and 40% 
using a single tip (functionalized or unfunctionalized) in 
the detection of each herbicide. The adhesion force values 
were obtained from the force curves, which were collected 
in contact mode. The contact force used was too low to 
avoid sample carryover.

2.2. Chemical force microscopy
The procedure used to functionalize the cantilevers (and 

tips) and substrates (Mica Muscovita) was adapted from 
a previously described method16. After the cantilevers and 
substrates were cleaned using Bioforce 240 nm Procleaner, 
UV PC.220, the functionalization process was initiated by 
the gaseous evaporation of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane 
(APTES) in the presence of triethylamine (volatile 
compounds), both commercial solutions (98.0% and 
99.5%, respectively). After this procedure, the cantilevers 
and a mica substrate were coated with glutaraldehyde 
(1 × 10–3 M) to form self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) 
that terminated in strategic functional groups to promote 
the proper orientation of the active sites of the bioligand and 
enable its interaction with the target molecule. Then, each 
substrate was functionalized with one herbicide (imazaquin, 
metsulfuron-methyl, and atrazine) by the addition of 50 µL 
of an aqueous solution (1 × 10–3 M) of the herbicide. The 
functionalization of the tips with the biomolecules is described 
below. All reagents employed in the functionalization process, 
except for the biomolecules, were purchased from Sigma.

2.2.1. Enzymes

Recombinant acetolactate synthase (ALS) was 
kindly provided by Dr. Tsutomu Shimizu from the Life 
Science Research Institute, Shizuwoka, Japan. After 
functionalization with glutaraldehyde, approximately 30 µL 
of crude extract containing the ALS enzyme was coated on 
the two tips used to detect the herbicides imazaquin and 
metsulfuron-methyl.

2.2.2. Antibody

The anti-atrazine antibody (Lifespan Biosciences) 
was diluted approximately 1000- fold according to the 
manufacturer’s suggested procedure. The antibody was 
diluted in a solution that contained 70% PBS, 3% BSA, 
and 30% glycerol (all from Sigma) and was subsequently 
stored at –20 °C in small aliquots. The nanobiosensor used 
for atrazine detection was created by functionalizing a tip 
with 30 µL of the anti-atrazine antibody solution, following 
functionalization with glutaraldehyde.

2.3. Molecular modeling

Computational molecular modeling of the AFM tip 
was performed using the GROMACS 5.4.5, APBS 1.4.0, 
MOPAC2009, Swiss-PdbViewer 4.0.1, Jmol 12.0.31, and 
VMD 1.9.1 software packages. Initially, a unit cell of 
silicon nitride was created and replicated using the software 
program VMD 1.9.1. Then, the APTES and glutaraldehyde 
molecules were added, and finally, the enzyme ALS was 
added based on data from the RCSB Protein Data Bank 
(RCSB PDB). A total of 111,616 particles were used in 
the system.

3. Results and Discussion
Using force curves, the adhesion force between two 

surfaces or molecules, or the force required to break the 
interaction between them, can be measured17. Studies 
were and are being developed by our research group 
using AFS to achieve the detection of herbicides such 
as metsulfuron-methyl, imazaquin, and atrazine through 
their interactions with biomolecules, such as enzymes and 
antibodies. Our studies indicate that detection is possible 
due to the presence of specific interactions between the 
nanobiosensors and the target herbicides.

The detection of enzymatic inhibitor herbicides such 
as metsulfuron-methyl and imazaquin is achieved through 
the functionalization of an AFM tip with the enzyme 
acetolactate synthase (ALS)18. Figure 1 presents a scheme 
that illustrates an AFM in operation and demonstrates 
the chemical interactions that occur between the tip and 
the substrate. The inset of Figure 1 shows the molecular 
modeling of the AFM tip surface functionalized with the 
enzyme ALS. MM techniques may provide important 
information about the functionalization and detection 
processes of biosensors. Enzymes are modeled in scale, 
which highlights their secondary structures, with cofactors 
depicted as green sticks and ions as balls represented out 
of scale. Attached to the tip surface by organic molecules 
(APTES and glutaraldehyde) represented by colored sticks, 
the ALS enzyme remains active and makes the surface of 
the tip as a whole a specific nanobiosensor for the detection 
of the herbicides imazaquin and metsulfuron-methyl. In this 
case, the formation of specific interactions depends primarily 
on the appropriate orientation of the biomolecule on the 
tip, and MM results show that there are two active sites on 
ALS enzyme accessible for interaction with the substrate 
(herbicides). In addition, molecular modeling techniques 
could provide information related to the energy involved in 
the interaction between the biomolecule and the herbicide, 
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as well as predict the number of biomolecules present on the 
surface of the tip and how many interact with the molecules 
of herbicide as the tip approaches the substrate. Preliminary 
results indicate that there are at most nine biomolecules that 
are present on the surface of a tip with a radius of 20 nm 
(equivalent to the radius of the tips used in the experiments) 
and interact with the herbicide molecules. Studies are 
currently being carried out to determine the theoretical force 
required to disrupt the interaction between the herbicides 
imazaquin and metsulfuron-methyl and the ALS enzyme. 
Thus, it will be possible to determine the influence of 
other forces derived from non-specific interactions, such 
as capillary forces, by comparing the theoretical and 
experimental values of the adhesion force.

Figure 2 shows the variation in the adhesion force 
measured between the AFM tip and the substrates 
contaminated with imazaquin and metsulfuron-methyl. 
The average values of the adhesion force, obtained from 
the analysis of 30 force curves performed at a single point 
on three distinct substrates modified with imazaquin, were 
measured using an unfunctionalized AFM tip (Figure 2a) 
and a tip functionalized with the ALS enzyme (Figure 2b). 
The average values of the adhesion force were 18 ± 2 nN 
and 40 ± 4 nN for the unfunctionalized and functionalized 
AFM tips, respectively. We observed an increase of 132% 
in the adhesion force measured with a functionalized tip 
relative to that measured with an unfunctionalized tip. This 
suggests the presence of a specific interaction between the 
enzyme and the herbicide imazaquin. Furthermore, it can 

Figure 1. Scheme illustrating an atomic force microscope in contact-mode operation and details regarding the chemical interactions 
between the tip and the substrate. Inset: Computational molecular modeling shows the surface of the AFM tip functionalized with the 
ALS enzyme (visualization by VMD 1.9.1 software).

Figure 2. Comparative graphs of the average adhesion force values (n = 30) measured using (a) unfunctionalized (sensibility = 129.7 nm.V–1) 
and (b) functionalized (sensibility = 37.25 nm.V–1) AFM tips on three different substrates contaminated with the herbicide 
imazaquin (K = 0.20 N.m–1). (c) Average adhesion force values obtained from 5000 force curves measured with an unfunctionalized 
(sensibility = 102,1 nm.V–1) tip and a nanobiosensor (sensibility = 65,45 nm.V–1) on substrates contaminated with the herbicide 
metsulfuron-methyl (K= 0.10 N.m–1).
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be seen that there was only a small variation in the adhesion 
force values obtained on different substrates, which indicates 
the reproducibility of the method and, in particular, of the 
functionalization process.

The presence of specific interactions also allowed for 
the detection of metsulfuron-methyl. In the graph shown in 
Figure 2c, obtained from the analysis of 5000 force curves 
distributed over an area of 50 µm2, the adhesion force 
values obtained with an unfunctionalized tip ranged from 
52 to 61 pN, with an average value of 58 pN. The adhesion 
force values measured with the functionalized tip were 
higher, varying from 128 to 156 pN, with an average value 
of 142 pN. These results indicate that a specific interaction 
indeed occurred between the herbicide metsulfuron-methyl 
and the enzyme ALS. This interaction with the herbicides 
occurs because they inhibit the ALS enzyme in vivo, and 
this inhibition depends on strong recognition and binding to 
attract them. The unfunctionalized tip contains no ligand that 
interacts with the herbicide, and the adhesion force between 
the two molecules is therefore lower and occurs essentially 
by van der Waals interactions or by electrostatic, hydrophilic 
and hydrophobic interactions, among others. It is noteworthy 
that the adhesion force between the unfunctionalized tip and 
unfunctionalized substrate was approximately 8% ± 2% of 
the value obtained using the unfunctionalized tips and the 
substrates contaminated with the herbicides.

Small deviations were observed in the results 
presented in Figure 2 due to the high specificity of the 
nanobiosensor. Additionally, the deviation observed in the 
5000 measurements of the adhesion force between the ALS 
enzyme and metsulfuron-methyl herbicide (Figure 2c) was 
considered to be satisfactory (lower than 8%) because it 
provides an indication of the integrity of the nanobiosensor, 
which retained its detection capacity even after being used 
to generate numerous force curves.

Similar to enzymes, antibodies (anti-pesticides) are 
also considered excellent alternatives for the development 
of biosensors. The use of antibodies is considered very 
promising because of the high degree of selectivity and 

specificity of antibody–antigen binding. The use of 
cantilevers functionalized with antibodies specific to 
some herbicides has been previously described, and the 
importance of the specific interactions in the detection 
efficiency of these nanosensors has also been reported10,11,19. 
Several methods involve the use of anti-atrazine antibodies 
in biosensors for the detection of herbicides11,20. However, 
there are no reports of the detection of herbicides through 
the analysis of adhesion force using this antibody; 
thus, in this paper, we also describe the efficiency of a 
nanobiosensor functionalized with an anti-atrazine antibody 
for the detection of atrazine. Figure 3 shows typical force 
curves obtained with unfunctionalized (Figure 3a) and 
functionalized tips (Figure 3b). The tip functionalized 
with the antibody specific to the atrazine herbicide was 
promising as a biosensor because of the specific binding 
between the antibody and atrazine, which generated an 
increase in the adhesion force of approximately 175% 
compared to the force measured with the unfunctionalized 
tip. Adhesion forces of 16 and 44 pN were measured using 
the unfunctionalized and functionalized tips, respectively.

The results presented in this paper illustrate the 
importance of the chemical modification/functionalization 
of tips, which is made possible by the formation of 
specific interactions with the substrate (herbicides). The 
methodology employed resulted in small variations in the 
measured adhesion force values, which makes this method 
promising for the qualitative determination of imazaquin, 
metsulfuron-methyl and atrazine.

4. Conclusions
We have described the development of nanobiosensors 

based on AFM tips functionalized with biomolecules 
and their applications in pesticide detection. Analysis 
of the adhesion force values demonstrated a substantial 
difference in performance between the functionalized and 
the unfunctionalized AFM tips in response to substrates 
contaminated with herbicides. High adhesion values were 
observed between the tip functionalized with the ALS 

Figure 3. Typical force curves obtained using (a) an unfunctionalized tip and (b) a tip functionalized with anti-atrazine antibody 
(nanobiosensor) for the detection of the herbicide atrazine (K = 0.06 N.m–1).
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enzyme or anti-atrazine antibody (biosensors) and substrates 
modified with herbicides. These high adhesion values are 
due to specific interactions between the biomolecules 
adhered to the tips and the herbicides. Thus, the combination 
of CFM and AFS enabled the detection of imazaquin, 
metsulfuron-methyl and atrazine on a molecular scale, 
which makes this technique promising for the qualitative 
evaluation of these pesticides.
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